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Conceptualising and treating social anxiety in autism spectrum disorder:
A focus group study with multidisciplinary professionals

Abstract
Background: Individuals who have autism spectrum disorders (ASD) commonly experience
social anxiety (SA). Disentangling SA symptoms from core ASD characteristics is complex,
partly due to diagnostic overshadowing and co-occurring alexithymia. Causal and
maintaining mechanisms for SA in ASD are underexplored, but it is feasible that there is an
ASD-specificity to the clinical presentation, with implications for the development of
targeted treatments.
Method: We undertook five focus groups with multi-disciplinary professionals to investigate
their perspectives about, and approaches to, working with individuals with ASD and SA.
Data were analysed thematically.
Results: Data analysis revealed twooverarching themes: conceptualising SA in ASD; and
service provision . Our results suggest that adaptations to service provision are pertinent, so
as to accommodate inherent impairments which can mediate assessment and intervention.
Conclusions: Future studies should establish how aspects of the care pathway can be
improved for individuals with ASD and SA.

Keywords
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) – Asperger syndrome – social anxiety (SA) – social phobia
– qualitative study
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Introduction
Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are common lifelong neurodevelopmental conditions,
characterised by socio-communication impairments, and engagement in circumscribed and
routinised behaviour (WHO 1992). The ASD clinical presentation is markedly
heterogeneous: symptoms can be subtle or severe, but they typically interfere significantly
with daily functioning and result in long-term reliance on family members, and health and
social care services (NICE 2012). A significant proportion of individuals with ASD have a
concurrent intellectual disability (ID), which can markedly exacerbate functional impairment
(NICE 2012). Mental health conditions often co-occur (Russell et al. 2015; Simonoff et al.
2008), affecting social and occupational functioning, and quality of life (Barneveld et al.
2014). Social anxiety (SA) in particular, is relatively common (Bejerot et al. 2014; Joshi et
al. 2013; Kuusikko et al. 2008; Melfsen et al. 2006), with prevalence rates estimated as up to
50% when assessed in child, adolescent and adult ASD samples (e.g. Bellini 2004; Maddox
& White 2015; Spain et al. in press).

Assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of SA in ASD, however, create several challenges for
clinicians and researchers (Kreiser & White 2014; Tyson & Cruess 2012). First, both
disorders are typified by difficulties with reciprocal interaction, reticence to initiate overtures,
and avoidance of social situations (WHO 1992). This potentially makes delineating one
condition from the other, and teasing apart the impact of either or both (e.g. on social
functioning), a complex endeavour (Kerns & Kendall 2012; White et al 2012). Second,
methods commonly used to elicit information about mental health, such as self-report
questionnaires, can prove difficult for individuals with ASD to understand, e.g. due to cooccurring alexithymia (i.e. difficulty reflecting on and reporting feelings; Bird & Cook 2013);
and self- and informant-ratings of SA in ASD are not necessarily concordant (Blakeley-Smith
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2012; Kuusikko et al. 2008). Further, the validity and reliability of SA (or proxy) measures in
this clinical population are unknown (see Kreiser & White 2014 for a comprehensive
overview of the assessment of SA in ASD). This means that normative thresholds may not
apply, and the likelihood of false negatives or positives may therefore be increased. Third,
whether causal and maintaining mechanisms for SA in ASD are comparable to those reported
for the typically developing (TD) population is yet to be established. It may be, for example,
that ASD-specific factors, such as socio-communication deficits or difficulties tolerating
change, increase vulnerability to or perpetuate these symptoms (e.g. Bellini 2006; Maddox &
White 2015; White et al. 2009). Finally, whether interventions such as cognitive behaviour
therapy (CBT), the recommended treatment of choice for SA in TD samples (NICE 2013), is
clinically useful for individuals with ASD (with or without a concurrent ID) has seldom been
studied (Cardaciotto & Herbert 2004; Wright 2013).

To date, studies investigating SA in ASD have predominantly used cross-sectional designs to
examine prevalence rates or associations between SA and clinical or social outcomes, based
on self- or informant-ratings. While a handful of previous studies have explored multidisciplinary team (MDT) professional experiences of working with individuals with ASD
(e.g. Pellicano et al. 2014; Rogers et al. in press) no studies have focused specifically on SA.
Little is known about approaches undertaken by clinicians to aid the process of assessment,
conceptualisation of predisposing and perpetuating mechanisms, and treatment of these comorbid symptoms. Understanding the viewpoints of professionals may complement existing
research about this topic, such as through contributing to the development of more honed,
needs-led approaches to assessment and treatment. This study sought to ascertain professional
perspectives about SA in ASD, and to establish how, if at all, clinicians and researchers adapt
their practice when working with this clinical population.
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Method
Study Design
A qualitative study design was employed. Focus groups, informed by a topic guide, were
conducted.

Participants
The study’s sampling frame comprised MDT clinicians and researchers (n=35) working in
Greater London. We used a convenience sampling method, and contacted MDT professionals
known to the research team. We specifically made a concerted attempt to approach
professionals working with individuals with ASD (with or without ID) across the lifespan,
and in a wide range of settings.Twenty-one individuals consented to take part; a 73.5%
response rate. Reasons for non-participation were not systematically recorded. Clinicianparticipants included Adult Consultant Psychiatrists (n=5), Child and Adolescent
Psychiatrists (n=2), Speciality Doctors (n=2), Clinical Psychologists (n=2), Trainee Clinical
Psychologists (n=3), one CBT Therapist, and one Nurse Specialist. Clinicians worked across
inpatient and outpatient settings. Six researchers participated, all of whom investigate biopsycho-social factors in neuro-developmental conditions. All participants had several years’
experience of working with individuals with developmental disorders.

Procedure
Five focus groups were conducted between January and March 2014. Focus groups took
place in a quiet room, away from the clinical setting. Participants were able to choose when
to attend from a range of dates and times. Each focus group involved between three and
seven participants, and lasted for 52 to 100 minutes (mean duration = 79 minutes). We
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conducted each focus group in the same way. Confidentiality issues (e.g. anonymising patient
details and specific service locations) were discussed at the outset. A topic guide (available
from the first author) was used as a basis for generating conversation. This included prespecified, semi-structured questions, such as “Do you think that people with ASD experience
social anxiety? Is the clinical presentation different to social anxiety in non-ASD individuals?
In what way do you think that social anxiety impacts on an individual’s daily functioning?
And what adaptations, if any, do you make to your standard clinical approach?”. While a
premise underpinning the focus groups was that individuals with ASD can experience SA, we
asked questions which allowed for open-ended responses. Moreover, we sought to ensure that
opinions about whether this may or may not be the case were equally vocalised. Prompts
were also used as a means of encouraging discussion.

Ethical Approvals
NHS research ethics approvals were granted (REC ref. LO/13/0548). All participants
provided written informed consent to take part, and for data to be disseminated.

Data Analysis
Two researchers (LO’N and DS) listened to the audio-recordings, which were later
transcribed verbatim by LO’N. We used a thematic analysis framework to analyse the data
(Ritchie et al. 2014; Spencer et al. 2014). The analysis process comprised three stages: (1)
initial themes were identified by ‘indexing’ the written transcripts, and these themes guided
the formation of a framework within which transcribed materials were summarised; (2) key
categories were listed to describe the data; and (3) patterns of association and difference were
sought. To enhance methodological rigour, LO’N, FR, JS, and DS conducted the analysis
independently. Analysis was performed until data saturation was reached, i.e. when no new
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themes or categories were identified Consensus was reached through discussion.

Results
Data analysis revealed that there were two overarching themes: conceptualising SA in ASD;
and the care pathway. Please see Fig. 1 for a schematic representation of the themes and subthemes, and inter-dependent relationships between some of these.

Theme 1: Conceptualising SA in ASD
Focus group participants discussed two main aspects associated with the conceptualisation of
SA in ASD: causal and maintaining mechanisms for SA symptoms; and development of a
shared formulation with patients.

Sub-Theme 1.1: Causal and maintaining mechanisms for SA in ASD
Participants described a range of mechanisms that may be considered to cause and/or
maintain SA symptoms. Interestingly, no clinicians (regardless of discipline) attributed the
co-occurrence of ASD and SA solely to genetic or biological causes. Rather, SA was
described as likely to be the result of ASD characteristics, psycho-social influences and
systemic factors, with the weighting of these varying between individuals.

Sub-Theme 1.1.1: The influence of core ASD characteristics on SA development
There was unanimous consensus that ASD characteristics serve to increase vulnerability for
anxiety and worries about social situations. These include the impact of socio-communication
deficits on the ability to initiate and engage in reciprocal interaction, difficulties tolerating
uncertainty in the face of unpredictable or unanticipated social situations, and sensory
aversions that can render settings or physiological symptoms (in particular, anxiety or
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arousal) overwhelming.

I think that’s what overwhelms them because to them every situation is completely new and
different, because that’s just the nature of social situations that you can’t predict, and so I
think it feels like an unsolvable problem for them, because they can’t develop a rule that
works every time. (FG3, F2)

Sometimes, just having a body that’s just changing from some sort of arousal, can create a
sense of aversion that I think is almost, that can almost trigger anxiety in a way … (FG1, M1)

It was also hypothesised that individuals with particular subtypes of ASD may be more
susceptible to developing SA, e.g. those individuals who are more socially motivated, and at
the same time, more aware of their social difficulties. Further, SA may develop as a
consequence of the increased demands and expectations placed upon individuals with ASD.

… because adults are more aware of their difficulties, so as a secondary factor, they start
developing these symptoms of anxiety which eventually becomes a social anxiety disorder.
(FG1, M1)

Sub-Theme 1.1.2: The impact of impairments or biases in cognitive processing
Several participants remarked that for SA symptoms to develop, individuals must, to some
extent, consider their own behaviour in the context of others, i.e. viewing themselves ‘in the
mind of others’. Regardless as to whether these considerations reflect reality or are biased
(e.g. seeming more negative than neutral), this process relies on a degree of ‘theory of mind’
(ToM; the ability to recognise others’ different thoughts and beliefs; Baron-Cohen et al.
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2001), which can be impaired in individuals with ASD.

… not being sure what the intentions are of other people … they can’t work out what their
role is and what they’re supposed to do, and other people seem to get it and they don’t and it
feels difficult. (FG3, M1)

Further, whereas ‘the processing of self as a social object’ (Clark 1999), maintains SA in TD
individuals, this may not be the case in ASD.

… so it’s that idea of performing a certain task, in front of others, and then being concerned
about how they looked to other people. Which would imply to me, to some degree, a theory of
mind, it’s like imagining what that person, what that person’s perspective might be of me
right now, and I don’t think that’s the same as what would typically happen in autism. (FG3,
M1)

Sub-Theme 1.1.3: The causal role of social adversity
Many individuals with ASD experience social stressors, such as bullying, rejection and
ostracism. It was noted that these experiences occur across the lifespan. Understandably, this
can incur anxiety about interactions.

… often they have lots of bad experiences with other people, they’ve been picked on or
rejected, or bullied, or ostracised, or mocked. And often they struggle to understand what it is
that they’ve done that has made them the butt of everybody else’s jokes … (FG5, M1)

Sub-Theme 1.1.4: The development of negative beliefs
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Negative beliefs about the self, e.g. relating to themes of inferiority and difference, may have
a causal and maintaining role for SA. While socially anxious TD individuals often
underestimate their abilities and are disproportionately concerned about their performance
(Clark 1999), such beliefs may be congruent with the experiences of individuals with ASD.

… because most people I’ve seen have been anxious about social situations because they’ve
messed up in the past, it’s not like a thing that comes out of nowhere … [They] start to
internalise a belief that it’s them that’s at fault and that can make them anxious about
performing. (FG2, F2)

Their built up experience with other people … constantly not standing up to siblings, or to
their parents expectations, or all of those things … like the core belief of being not socially
able is so strong in this group and across the board. (FG3, F2)

Sub-Theme 1.1.5: The influence of thinking styles on SA
Several participants stated that individuals with ASD can develop unhelpful ways of thinking,
in particular, interpersonal sensitivity and paranoid thoughts; perhaps as a result of social
adversity. Although this is unsurprising, this reinforces worries about others’ intentions
(however innocuous these may be) and encourages anticipatory anxiety.

… I certainly come across a lot of people who are really anxious around people because they
don’t know what they’re thinking, so they start to assume people are against them, which
kind of shifts into paranoia … (FG2, F2)

It was also acknowledged that individuals with ASD are prone to perseveration and
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rumination. These thinking styles typically occur across situations. Although, on the one
hand, there is utility in ‘thinking things through’, this can prove problematic, e.g. indirectly
reinforcing doubt and a negative focus.

… it’s more like a cycle, they feel anxious, they start thinking and ruminating about that and
they become even more anxious and then it escalates to the moment they finally escape …
(FG1, M1)

Sub-Theme 1.1.6: Difficulties with emotion recognition and regulation
Some participants considered that difficulties with emotion recognition or regulation may be
implicated in the development and maintenance of SA. For individuals with ASD,
physiological arousal or anxiety may prove difficult to tolerate, e.g., because of a sensory
aversion or sensitivity. Also, while individuals with ASD may notice that they ‘feel
physically different’, they may lack the emotional literacy to explain why this is.
Consequently, individuals may avoid situations that seem to make them feel uncomfortable,
or they may choose to escape from anxiety-provoking situations.

I think that sometimes people can find it difficult just knowing what it is they’re describing
[emotions and feelings] … but someone who doesn’t know what they’re feelings are could get
really stuck … (FG4, M1)

Sub-Theme 1.1.7: The impact of behavioural coping strategies
Overall, it was perceived that individuals likely develop multiple ways of coping with SA.
While some coping strategies can prove helpful, other strategies such as avoidance of specific
or general interactions and situations may unintentionally reinforce anxiety. It was noted
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however, that while avoidance is generally regarded to be an unhelpful ‘safety behaviour’,
this may prove necessary for individuals with ASD because the need to avoid may be due to
reasons other than anxiety (e.g. a sensory aversion).

But also when people are already in social situations that they have to manage, so working in
a really noisy office where people are singing happy birthday all the time would be really
difficult. So is it actually realistic for them to be able to go and sit somewhere else for half a
day, rather than going ‘no, you’ve got to get on with it, it’s a safety behaviour. (FG2, F2)

Sub-Theme 1.1.8: Systemic Factors
The conceptualisation of SA in ASD requires an understanding of systemic factors, including
the family context. For many individuals with ASD, family members provide ongoing care
and support, well into adulthood. On occasion, there may be a functional basis for anxiety.

… it’s not really necessarily an anxiety response, but some behaviours that are problematic
are functional: it gets the family to come in and do something for them for example. So they
[individuals with ASD] will have learned that there are certain things they don’t know how to
deal with and if they react in a certain way other people take care of it for them … (FG3, M1)

Sub-Theme 1.2: Developing a shared formulation
A second sub-theme relating to the conceptualisation of SA in ASD concerned the
development of a shared formulation, i.e. a road map for treatment. Acknowledgement of the
multiple causal and maintaining mechanisms for SA has important implications for treatment
(e.g. whether this should comprise pharmacological or psychological interventions, or both).
Clinicians generally considered that a visual illustration of these mechanisms augments
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conversation. This is partly because individuals with ASD can experience difficulty with
processing complex information, and also as they can be ‘visual thinkers’. The complexity of
the formulation, however, depends on an individual’s emotional literacy.

I don’t tend to find myself following a particular model because it’s very rare that one will
satisfactorily fit, so it’s more idiosyncratic, and it will depend on the person’s ability to
tolerate lots of complex things, someone might be more visual, someone might like this, so
don’t [necessarily] draw a circle and an arrow. (FG3, M1)

Theme 2: Service Provision
Two sub-themes about service provision were identified: the care pathway; and clinician
approaches to working with individuals with ASD.

Sub-Theme 2.1: The Care Pathway
Clinicians across focus groups perceived that access to services and the care pathway is far
from straightforward, for several reasons: individuals with ASD or family members may not
realise that social difficulties are attributable to a secondary cause; the parameters of UK
National Health Service (NHS) commissioning structures appear rigid, primarily permitting
the purchase of prescribed packages of care; and clinical and managerial gatekeepers may be
uncertain about when to refer individuals on for mental health assessment, or they may be
constrained by resources.

But what’s difficult is when there’s a service model that says work in this way, on this session
you do this, by this session you’ve done that, and by that one you’ve finished your treatment,
and you don’t know whether the person’s going to fit in that or not, and that can be true of
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anyone, but particularly in this group. (FG3, M1)

Sub-Theme 2.1.1: Assessment and diagnosis of SA
Clinicians considered that assessment and diagnosis of psychopathology in individuals with
ASD can prove complex. This is particularly the case for SA (and indeed obsessive
compulsive disorder; OCD) given that there is significant overlap in core and co-morbid
signs and symptoms, i.e. diagnostic overshadowing. Hence, it is pragmatic to adopt a multifaceted approach to assessment.

… and often informant description is absolutely critical, you know the mother who knows the
son very well, what’s he like when he’s anxious, becomes absolutely essential … So I think
what people say about themselves is important, and what informants say, I think observation
is important, but also actually, critically behaviour, because a clear description of behaviour
in social situations, it’s often highly important. (FG5, M1)

Participants considered it important to ‘look beyond’ the initial presentation, as there may be
discrepancies between symptoms described, and signs observed. Alexithymia, for example,
can render it difficult for individuals with ASD to describe their emotions (or internal states).
The implication is that assessment of SA should include information-gathering about beliefs
and behaviours associated with SA, rather than just affect and physiological arousal.

I tend not to focus so much asking them how they feel because they usually don’t respond
very well, they don’t describe it, so I prefer to be maybe a little more pedantic, so how I can
describe one by one each symptom, but definitely I would ask them both for cognitive and
physical symptoms. (FG1, M1)
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Methods of information-gathering in routine care typically comprise use of (screening) selfreport questionnaires and a clinical interview. The utility of self-report questionnaires for
individuals with ASD was debated by participants, given that difficulties with introspection
or perseveration may mean that this clinical population cannot easily complete a
questionnaire. Thus, participants considered that assessment of SA in ASD should include
attempts to ascertain specific examples about anxiety-provoking situations, with emphasis on
antecedents and consequences.

… a diary could help, so you could ask someone for a week to write down every time they felt
anxious – you might need to give them a better idea of what that meant [anxiety] ... (FG1, F1)

… be really concrete about giving an example, so ‘when you were at this or when you were at
the pub the other day what happened’, and really trying to take them through it step by step.
(FG3, F1)

Assessing the potential links between SA and sensory sensitivities was considered important,
given that hypo- and hyper-sensitivities may be causally implicated.

… you do hear about people getting kind of sensory overload when they’re in anxietyprovoking situations, so noise becoming more bothersome, and lights, and things like that …
it can be pretty distressing for people to be bombarded with all these things, and then that
can make them act out, or act in a way that then other people are looking at them and then
they are worried next time that it could happen again. (FG1, F1)
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Eliciting the extent to which symptoms impact on functioning or cause distress is paramount
for diagnosis. This is particularly the case for the ASD population, because difficulties arising
in the context of social situations may be attributable to either the core disorder, or comorbidity. Moreover, this has ramifications for treatment goals.

… whether it’s causing them distress because if somebody is just not interested in talking to
people that’s one thing, but if they’re upset about the fact they can’t talk to people or talking
to people really makes them feel anxious I suppose, if it makes them feel ways they don’t like
and that’s causing them distress, then that seems more like anxiety than it does just autism
(FG1, F1)

Sub-Theme 2.1.2: Goals and expectations for treatment
It was perceived that individuals with ASD, family members, clinicians, and commissioners,
have overlapping expectations about service provision but also, and crucially, these can
sometimes differ. Individuals with ASD can want things to be, ‘easier … less anxietyprovoking’, but this can prove difficult to conceptualise.

What a change looks like in their mind, it might be ‘I have to be 100% better and nothing’s
better until I’ve reached that point’ but actually our whole job is pointing out the shades of
grey … (FG3, F1)

Conversely, not everyone wants things to change: the goal may be to maintain the ‘status
quo’, which raises questions about ‘best interests’.
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… part of what’s at stake here is it’s also a debate partly of what we think counts as ‘a good
life’ or ‘an acceptable life’ that we should be encouraging people to have … particularly in
situations where you’re saying to somebody who doesn’t think that they’ve got a problem
‘you have got a problem, that needs treatment’. (FG5, M1)

Participants described that the notion of change is best discussed with individuals with ASD,
in a tentative and considered manner. As difficulties tolerating change and uncertainty are
hallmark characteristics of ASD, it is pragmatic to introduce behavioural changes gradually;
ideally, those that focus on the short- and medium-term.

So it’s really getting the client to generate what actually functionally is getting in the way of
them living their life and pick those things, rather than what would be in your ideal world.
(FG3, F1)

Sub-Theme 2.1.3: Treatment for SA
No participants suggested that SA should solely be treated with medication. Rather, it was
considered that treatment should include CBT. Several factors, however, potentially hinder
engagement in, and the success of, psychological treatments. These include ‘difficulties
tolerating change and uncertainty’, ‘concrete thinking’, ‘concerns about what therapy entails’,
‘negative beliefs about performance’, and ‘difficulties perspective-taking … ToM
impairments’. Thus, interventions should be adapted in terms of structure and content.

You could have an adaptable therapy room, so you could send a pre-questionnaire “how do
you like your lights, how do you like this” and it may be that they’re all simple things that
can be adjusted with the touch of a button. (FG3, M2)
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Pre-therapy interventions were deemed a necessary ‘first step’, including Motivational
Interviewing techniques (Miller & Rollnick 2013), psycho-education, and social skills
interventions (SSI). These interventions are likely to serve as the basis from which
individuals with ASD can use behavioural and cognitive techniques specifically targeting SA
symptoms.

I think there’s pre-therapeutic work to do just getting people to trust, and emotional
recognition, labelling thoughts, understanding how it all links together. (FG2, F2)

…you do have to do a lot more sessions, a lot more of the initial work… you might have to
take longer to do what you might call the assessment stage…you cannot go at the same pace
that they’ve set it for [TD individuals]. (FG5, F1)

Therapists perceived that cognitive and behavioural interventions can ameliorate SA
symptoms in this group, but there is no ‘hard and fast rule’ about which techniques work best.

So, in a way, probably what we’re talking about is a kind of tool-kit of interventions that can
be customised to a particular patient, where the skill of the therapist, actually, is critical.
(FG4, M1)

Sub-Theme 2.1.4: Outcomes
Commissioning processes necessitate completion of generic outcome measures, yet these do
not always reflect treatment gains given their broad remit, and they may have limited clinical
utility for individuals with ASD. As such, there is a sense that individuals may have made
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gains, but these are difficult to quantify.

I was thinking outcomes are a very murky world because your outcome might be a couple of
points on a anxiety scale, where it may be of no benefit to the person themselves, or the
outcome might be how their life’s changed, perhaps quality of life, so we get away from the
feelings, the measurable change and the difference it’s made. (FG3, M2)

Conversely, it was stated that sometimes individuals do not derive benefit from treatments
offered, or it may be that as they ‘do more’, their anxiety increases.

I think the difficulty sometimes is you do a bit of work with somebody with autism and they
start to learn more about how we feel, they recognise it even more. Or they start pushing
themselves to do things that create more anxiety. And so they recognise it more. So they look
like they’re getting worse subjectively, but their world has got bigger. (FG2, F2)

Sub-Theme 2.2: Clinician Approaches
Focus group participants perceived that clinicians (and researchers) need to modify their
clinical style and approach when working with individuals with ASD. Similar to clinical
work with individuals with ID, it is important that clinicians are open-minded and flexible,
i.e. being aware that there is a need to potentially adapt the structure, process and content of
assessment or interventions, so as to make these more accessible and understandable.
Modifications described included ensuring that appointments are offered at convenient times
(e.g. a time that suits the patient), the clinical environment is not overly stimulating (e.g. not
too brightly lit or noisy), conversation includes didactic questions as well as a socratic style,
and that there is little reliance on metaphors or colloquialisms which may prove difficult for
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individuals with ASD to understand.

I’ll ask them much more directly, and much more bluntly, and try and make sure my language
isn’t ambiguous and is very clear-cut … (FG4, F1)

… it kind of feels a bit patronising if I say a metaphor or something and then say ‘oh do you
know what I mean by that?’ and they go ‘Yeah’ – but I think it’s worth checking because
sometimes people say yeah but actually they don’t know, and you’ve lost them … (FG3, M1)

Additionally, it was noted that patients should be encouraged to be ‘active participants’,
whereby their views about the pace and content of clinical work are sought. As such,
individuals with ASD may have had limited opportunities to develop assertiveness skills.
This means that an implicit element of the therapeutic relationship and process should
involve encouraging patients to feel confident to say what they think.

… but sometimes emotions are not expressed so readily and easily, you can’t read that
somebody is happy, because their face looks exactly the same as when they are anxious … I
often ask for feedback, which doesn’t always go down well, that’s a bit like an unexpected
and difficult question to answer, what do you want me to tell you … but if I say ‘was there
anything we did today that you would like to do differently?’, even still that can bring up
questions, but I try and give them an opportunity to give feedback. (FG3, M1)
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Discussion
Using a qualitative study design, we undertook a series of focus groups with 21 MDT
professionals and researchers, to explore opinions about SA in ASD. Data were analysed
thematically, and transcripts were compared and contrasted. Two overarching themes
emerged: conceptualising SA in ASD; and service provision.

Our study findings reflect that access to needs-led services is far from straightforward. The
clinical implication is that needs for many individuals with ASD (who may also have an ID)
remain unmet, symptoms become more chronic and entrenched, and the risk of additional
problems increases; a common trajectory for TD individuals with SA (NICE 2013).
Consequently, as mandated, commissioners and service providers should develop more
equitable, accessible and flexible care pathways for individuals with ASD (DH 2010; HMO
2009; NICE 2011, 2012); the success of which is partly dependent on an appropriately
skilled-up workforce. I
The perspectives of clinicians reported here highlight a concern that self-report
questionnaires may lack sensitivity to detect SA symptoms in ASD (Brugha et al. 2015;
Kreiser & White 2014). Nevertheless, questionnaire completion may offer an insight into
potential adjunctive difficulties, including alexithymia or perseveration, which may inform
the clinical approach. Overall, our results indicate that assessment of SA in ASD should
include information gleaned in multiple ways (NICE 2011, 2012; Tyson & Cruess 2012).

Causal and maintaining mechanisms for SA in ASD were viewed as predominantly
comprising psycho-social and systemic factors. Many of these – including negative social
experiences, core beliefs relating to inferiority and difference, unhelpful ways of thinking and
emotion dysregulation – are also evident in TD individuals with SA (Clark 1999; Morrison &
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Heimberg 2013; Rapee & Heimberg 1997). However, focus group participants hypothesised
that several mechanisms may be unique to individuals with ASD. It is unsurprising that
innate difficulties with social interaction, and verbal and non-verbal communication, serve as
risk factors (White et al. 2009). Reflecting previous findings that an intolerance of
uncertainty (IoU) is associated with anxiety in individuals with ASD (Boulter et al. 2014),
our results suggest that the unpredictability and ambiguity of social situations may potentially
activate IoU and thus, anxiety. Alternatively, SA may manifest as a learned response (Bellini
2006), whereby aspects of social situations are deemed (sensorily) aversive (e.g. noises or
visual stimuli), culminating in avoidance. Over time, it may be that avoidance behaviour
generalises across settings, partly because individuals with ASD cannot easily discriminate
between situations. Further, it was proposed that SA may arise due to difficulties with
recognising others’ emotions and internal states; a finding which has been reported for TD
samples (e.g. Morrison & Heimberg 2013). In turn, this may heighten negative beliefs (e.g.
about performance), or encourage a mistrust of others and paranoia (Spain et al. 2016). Bidirectionally, neuropsychological impairments and core ASD characteristics may indirectly
increase the likelihood of peer rejection or ostracism (Schroeder et al. 2014; White &
Roberson-Nay 2009), and thus further entrench beliefs concerning inferiority. It may be that
the risk of SA increases with age (e.g. more social demands during adolescence and
adulthood), or when ASD is diagnosed later on in life (e.g. exacerbating a sense of difference
and a situation of ‘not knowing’ the causes of socio-communication deficits). On the other
hand, SA may be inversely related to the severity of core ASD symptoms (e.g. manifesting in
those individuals who have more subtle deficits). Moreover, unlike CBT models of SA in TD
samples, focus group participants perceived that self-focused attention and ‘the processing of
self as a social object’ (Clark 1999) may not be a pivotal mechanism in ASD SA, perhaps due
to inherent ToM (Baron-Cohen et al. 2001) or autobiographical memory deficits (Skirrow et
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al. 2014). Finally, our results also indicate that systemic factors may indirectly influence and
reinforce SA symptoms. The social context and opportunities that individuals with ASD have
are likely narrower than their TD counterparts (Howlin et al. 2013), and it may be that
familial genetic, environmental or behavioural factors increase the risk for SA, as reported in
TD samples (Rapee & Heimberg 1997).

Our study cannot provide definitive conclusions about causal and maintaining mechanisms
for SA in ASD. However, it emerged that clinicians see SA as stemming from a combination
of neuropsychological, social, cognitive, behavioural, and affective processes, underpinned
by the presence and impact of core ASD characteristics. The implication is that current SA
models may require adaptation for this clinical population to incorporate the inherent
impairments, present in individuals with ASD, which serve as risk factors. In practice, we
suggest that treating clinicians use supervision to discuss case formulations, and to map out
treatment plans. It may be pragmatic to emphasise the role of maintaining factors initially (so
as not to overwhelm patients), and it may be that the process of formulation requires a slower
pace. In addition, we suggest that when possible, systemic factors are evaluated as part of the
assessment process, formulation of presenting problems (Tarrier & Calam 2002), and
treatment. With regard to treatment, our findings reinforce the need for ‘pre-therapy’
interventions (e.g. Gaus 2011; Spain et al. 2015). These may include emotional literacy
sessions, and SSI to augment verbal and non-verbal communication (see also Anderson &
Morris 2006; Atwood 2004). Psychological treatment for SA in ASD probably requires
behavioural, cognitive, and skills-based interventions; the weighting of techniques is best
decided on a case-by-case basis. While this implies a move away from protocol-driven
treatments, this does reflect the move toward employing transdiagnostic approaches (Mansell
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et al. 2009), and the need for modifications to standard CBT for this group, such as an
extended course of treatment.

Focus group participants considered that clinicians should adapt their style when working
with individuals with ASD, so as to accommodate possible impairments in expressive or
receptive language, and cognitive capacity (Charman et al. 2011), and fear of negative
evaluation characteristic of SA. Also, clinicians may need to focus intently (in the first
instance), on developing trust, rapport and a sense of ‘safety’, perhaps in a similar way to
when working therapeutically with individuals with psychosis (Holding et al. 2016). It is
noteworthy that individuals with ASD may have had few adaptive peer relationships, and
limited opportunities to develop confidence about social interactions, particularly with new
people. This highlights the need for therapists to demonstrate a non-judgemental approach,
but also more specifically, they should seek to provide and promote opportunities that
explicitly denote empathy, validation and role modelling of appropriate social behaviour.

Study Limitations
We acknowledge several study limitations. First, we recruited participants somewhat
opportunistically. While several clinical disciplines were represented, it would have been
interesting to hear also from other clinicians, e.g. speech and language therapists, or general
health professionals working within primary care settings. Second, focus groups were
facilitated by one person (DS), known to all participants, many of whom were also known to
each other: existing working relationships may have indirectly affected the breadth or depth
of participants’ responses. Third, although smaller focus groups may generate less discussion,
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a comparison of the transcripts between our different focus groups revealed striking
similarities in the codes and themes identified.

Research Implications
We suggest that there is a need for quantitative and qualitative studies to investigate the
phenomenology of SA in ASD. Whether SA differs according to ASD subtype (e.g. with
versus without ID), or sex, warrants further investigation. Causal and maintaining
mechanisms for SA in ASD are poorly understood; studies using cross-sectional and
longitudinal designs would enhance our understanding of key mechanisms. Normative
thresholds for commonly used SA measures should be established, and there is a clinical
impetus for more reliable measures to be developed. Finally, intervention studies designed to
target SA symptoms (in individuals who may also have an ID) are needed to determine which
techniques (e.g. cognitive versus behavioural) are associated with improved outcomes.

Conclusion
Individuals with ASD are susceptible to developing anxiety about social situations and socialevaluative concerns. Assessment of SA in ASD requires a proactive approach, given that
individuals may not necessarily help-seek, and their description of their difficulties may seem
incongruent to their emotional expression. While there is preliminary evidence to support the
use of CBT and psychological interventions to reduce SA symptoms in this clinical
population, the study findings indicate that treatment requires a considered approach, an
adapted clinical style, and more sessions than are typically commissioned. Further research is
required to determine how aspects of the care pathway can be improved in order to
accommodate the unique needs of individuals who have ASD and SA.
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Figure 1: Thematic framework
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